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AQUASITION 
 
142' (43.00 m) Trinity Yachts - 2010 (Refit 2018) 
Year-Round Destinations: Bahamas, Florida Keys, Florida 
 
Description: 
 
AQUASITION, a 142’ Trinity yacht whose spectacular interior features cherry wood joinery with maple 
burle inserts throughout. She has zero speed stabilizers and a shallow draft for her size making her and 
excellent Bahamas and New England cruising choice. Her owner has enjoyed decades of charter yacht 
ownership and upon purchase they completed an extensive refit to ready her for charter. The complete 
interior was updated as well as exterior improvements, additions and many audio visual upgrades.  



The flybridge was designed and reconfigured specifically for charter guests enjoyment. There is a 
beautiful Jacuzzi area as well as sun beds, full bar and entertainment as well as aft lounging area with 
umbrellas for shade and total relaxation. Below the flybridge on the sky lounge deck there is a massive 
round table for dining and comfortable furniture aft for lounging. The sky lounge is a comfortable and 
happy space and offers a game table, the perfect spot for movie watching and full bar. The main salon 
features formal dining forward and aft salon area that includes an entertainment system. Aft of the salon is 
a spacious deck area with dining option and access to the expansive swim platform. Underway the two 
wave runners are stored here and once at anchor they are in the water along with an extensive list of 
other toys and ready to go for guests enjoyment. 
 
Toys: 
 
32' Intrepid towed tender (2016) -2 x 350 Yamaha 4 stroke 

2 (2018) New X cruiser wave runners (2 person) 

2 Paddle boards 

Towable tubes / Floating mats   

Ski's  

Snorkel gear 

Fishing gear  

3 Lounge chairs up on flybridge  

2 umbrella forward 

2 umbrella aft 

2 bikes 

2 paddleboard 

Swim ladder 

Vessel Data: 

LOA: 142' " (43.00 Meters) 

Type: Power 

Year: 2010 

Refit Year: 2018 

Beam: 27' 11" 

Draft Max: 7' 11" 



Cabins: 5 

Sleeps: 10 

Twin Berths: 1 

Double Berths: 5 

King Berths: 4 

Full Beam Master: Yes 

On Deck Master: Yes 

Heads: 8 
Crew Sleeps: 8 

Maximum Speed: 18 Knots 

Cruise Speed: 13 Knots 

Fuel Type: Diesel 

Hull Material: Aluminum 

Air Conditioning: Yes 
Stabilizers: Zero Speed 

Fuel Tank: 11524 Gallons ( Liters) 

Fresh Water: 2450 Gallons ( Liters) 
 
See Video at  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZRYAJSRO_o 
 
Inquire today for more photos, pricing and bookings at  
http://www.mainframe.band/charters.html 
 

 


